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A Characterization of the Association Schemes of Bilinear Forms 
TAYUAN HUANG 
Ifn ~ 2d ~ 6 and q ~ 4, the distance-regular graphs H.(n , d) (with d x n matrices over GF(q) 
as vertex set, and two vertices A, B being adjacent if and only if the rank of A - B is I) are 
characterized by their parameters together with the property that the number of edges of the induced 
subgraph on the common neighborhood of vertices x and y depends only on the distance between 
them. As a corollary, we prove that Hq(n, d) has no antipodal covering if n ~ 2d ~ 6 and q ~ 4. 
o. INTRODUCTION 
By a graph r, we shall mean a finite, simple, and undirected graph. For x in V(T) , the 
vertex set of r, let I;(x) = { YI Y E V(T) and o(x, y) = i} where o(x, y) is the distance 
between x and y. If A, B ~ V(T) , o(A, B) is defined to be the minimum of o(a, b) for 
all a E A and b E B. A distance-regular graph T of diameter d is one for which the 
parametersci = II;-I (x) (', ~(y)l,ai = 1I;(x) (', ~(y)landbi = 1I;+I(x) (', ~(y)ldepend 
not on the particular vertices we choose, but only on the distance i = o(x, y) between them. 
It is clear that ai = bo - bj - Cj . Those parameters above comprise the intersection array 
of Twhich we write in the form {bo, bl' . . . , bd_ l ; CI , C2, ... , Cd }' 
The classification of all infinite families of distance-regular graphs is a major problem. 
E. Bannai [1, Chapter 3] has compiled a list of distance-regular graphs with large diameters, 
believing that he has an essentially complete list at this time. The characterization problems 
of known important classes of distance-regular graphs by their parameters have a long 
history in combinatorics, e.g., [2], [8], [12], [17] for Johnson graphs, [9], [11] for Hamming 
graphs, [15] for q-analogue Johnson graphs, and [4] for dual polar spaces. 
In this paper, we prove an analogous result for the distance-regular graphs defined on the 
I)et of all bilinear forms on V x W, where Vand Ware vector spaces of finite dimensions 
over GF(q). Let Hq(n, d) be the graph with vertex set Md xn(q), the set of all d x n matrices 
over GF(q), with A, BE Md xn(q) being adjacent if and only if the rank of A - Bis 1. Then 
Hq(n, d) is a distance-regular graph with parameters Ci = qi-I(qi - l) /(q - 1) (indepen-
dent of n, d), bi = q2i(t- i - l)(if - i - l)/(q - 1). It is known that Hq(n, d), as distance 
transitive, satisfies the following condition: 
THE WEAK 4-VERTEX CONDITION. The number of edges of the induced subgraph on the 
common neighborhood of vertices x and y depends only on the distance between them. 
The major purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem: 
MAIN THEOREM. Let T be a distance-regular graph of diameter d with parameters 
{bo, bl, . . . ,bd_ l ; CI ' .. . , Cd} such that 
(1) the weak 4-vertex condition holds in T, and 
(2) C2 = q2 + q and bi = q2i(qd- i - l)(if-i - l)/(q - 1) for 0 ::::; i ::::; d - 1 (i.e . coin-
cide with those of Hq(n, d» where n ~ 2d ~ 6, and q ~ 4. Then q is a prime power and T 
is isomorphic to Hq(n, d). 
REMARK. An incidence structure is derived from T by assuming n ~ 2d ~ 6 and 
q ~ 4. Also we need the condition q ~ 4 for using a theorem ofF. Buekenhout [3]. So far, 
we have no counterexamples for the remaining cases. 
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1. ATTENUATED SPACES AND d-NETS 
An incidence structure is a tuple II = (P, L, I), where P and L are nonempty, disjoint finite 
sets and / s P x L. Elements of P = {u, v, W, x, y, z, ... } and L = {h, I, m, ... } are 
called points and lines respectively. For basic terminology and convention regarding 
incidence structures, see [16]. 
A connected semilinear incidence structure II = (P, L, /) is called a net, if 
(Bl) IFI > I, and 
(B2) L is partitioned into at least three nonempty classes such that 
(a) the lines of each class partition P, and 
(b) the lines of different classes intersect. 
A connected semilinear incidence structure II = (P, L, I) is called a d-net, where d is the 
dimension of II, if 
(D I) each 2-space of II is a net, 
(D2) the intersection of any two 2-spaces in a 3-space is either 0 or a line, 
(D3) the intersection of any two subspaces of II is a subspace. 
Let V be a vector space of dimension n + dover GF(q), n ~ d, Wa fixed n-subspace 
of V. Let d; = {UIU s V is a subspace of dimension i and dim (U n W) = O}, i = d, 
d - 1. Then (.9Id , .9Id _ l , 2) is a semilinear incidence structure. Any incidence structure 
isomorphic to II = (.9Id , .9Id _ l , 2) is called an (n, q, d)-attenuated space, or d-attenuated 
space. Let {WI' W2, • .. , wn} be a base of Wand {WI' •.. , Wn , el, ... ,ed} be a base of 
v. Every element U of .9Id can be uniquely expressed as a subspace spanned by 
{e l + wf, . .. , ed + w:}, where wf, ... , w: E W. Let wt = ~I "j"naijwj, i = I, 
2, ... , d. Then U is associated with a d x n matrix ¢(U) over GF(q): 
Let fJt; = {(A, B)IA, BE Mdxn(q) with rank (A - B) = i}, i = 0, 1,2, ... , d, where 
Mdxn(q) is the set of all d x n matrices over GF(q). Then (Md xn (q), {fJt;lO ~ i ~ d}) is a 
symmetric association scheme defined on Md xn(q), and (Mdxn(q), fJt l ) turns into the distance-
regular graph Hq(n, d). It is known that Hq(n, d) is isomorphkto the adjacency graph of 
(.9Id , .9Id _ l , 2) via the above correspondence U -+ ¢(U), (see page 6 of [13] for proof). We 
list some additional properties of (n, q, i)-attenuated space X with n ~ 2i ~ 6, which are 
used in the proof of Corollary 5.2.1 and Proposition 5.3: 
Let m be a line and x be a point in X with o(x, m) = j. Then 
(PI) There is a unique line I of x such that o(y, m) = j for all y E I, which is called the line 
of x parallel to m. 
(P2) If y, Z E Ij(x) n m, then IJ- I (x) n r; (y) n r; (z) #- 0, where r is the adjacency 
graph of X. 
Sprague [14] characterized Hq(n, 3) by assuming the parameters and the weak 4-vertex 
condition where n ~ 6, q ~ 2 and (q, n) #- (2, 6). Later Ray-Chaudhuri and Sprague [13] 
gave a combinatorial characterization of 3-attenuated spaces by using the arguments 
similar to those used in [14]. Recently, Sprague [16] characterized d-attenuated spaces in 
terms of the structure of their 2-spaces: 
THEOREM A. Every finite d-net , where d ~ 3 is an integer, is an (n, q, d)-attenuated space 
for some prime power q and positive integer n. (The original theorem covers the infinite case 
also.) 
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In this paper, based on the above theorem, we set out an extension of the technique used 
in [13], [14] to prove the main theorem. In Section 2, by using the Bose-Laskar argument 
[2], we derive a semilinear incidence structure II from r (as in the main theorem). After 
investigating the structure of 2-spaces of II in Sections 3 and 4, we show that II is ad-net 
in Section 5. The proof of the main theorem will then be completed by Theorem A. The 
geometric analysis of the 2-spaces of II in Sections 3 and part of 4 largely stems from [14]. 
As a corollary, we prove in Section 6 that Hq(n, d) has no antipodal covering (defined in 
Section 6), if n ~ 2d ~ 6 and q ~ 4. 
2. THE INCIDENCE STRUCTURE DERIVED FROM r 
Throughout Sections 2-5, we assume r is a fixed distance-regular graph of diameter d 
satisfying conditions (1) and (2) of the main theorem. 
A semilinear incidence structure can be derived from rby the following theorem, due to 
Bose and Laskar [2]. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a graph satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) deg (x) = r(k - 1) for all x E V(G), 
(b) IGI (x) (\ GI (y)1 = k - 2 + a if x and y E V(G) are adjacent, 
(c) IGI (x) (\ GI (y)1 ~ I + [3 if x and y E V(G) are not adjacent, where r ~ 1, k ~ 2, 
a ~ 0 and [3 ~ 0 are fixed integers. Define a grand clique as a maximal clique with at least 
k - (r - I)a vertices. Let k be strictly larger than the maximum ofp(a, [3, r) and e(a, [3, r), 
where 
pea, [3, r) 1 + ((r + 1)(r[3 - 2a)/2) 
and 
e(a, [3, r) 1 + [3 + (2r - I )a. 
Then 
(1) each vertex of G is contained in exactly r grand cliques, and 
(2) each pair of adjacent vertices is contained in exactly one grand clique. 
For the given graph r, bo = (qn - I)(q" - 1)/(q - 1), al = if + q" - q - 2 and 
C2 = q(q + 1). Let k = if, r = (q" - 1)/(q - 1), a = qd - q and [3 = q2 + q + 1. 
Our assumptions on n, d, and q imply that k is larger than the ~aximum of pea, [3, r) 
and e(a, [3, r) and that each grand clique contains at least k - (r - l)a = if -
((q" - q)2/(q _ 1)) vertices. By Theorem B, II = (V(r), L, E) is a semilinear incidence 
structure where the line set L is the set of all grand cliques of r. Each point of r is contained 
in exactly r = (qd - I)/(q - 1) lines and each pair of adjacent points x, y is contained in 
exactly one line, denoted by (x, y). Moreover, r is the adjacency graph of II. 
LEMMA2.1. IfxandYE V(T)with8(x,y) = i,thenthereareatmost(l- I)/(q - 1) 
lines of y at distance i-I from x. 
PROOF. Let II, ... , Is be lines of y at distance i-I from x. Since 8(x, a) = i-lor 
i for all a E Ij' I ~ j ~ s, we have bi ~ (r - s)(al + 2) and so s ~ r - (b)(al + 2)). 
Since s is an integer, s ~ (qi - I)/(q - I), as required. 
Until Proposition 5.2, we only need the case i = 2. Let m be a line and x be a point with 
8(x, m) = 1. Then x is adjacent to at most q + I points of m by Lemma 2.1. 
As usual, for sets A and B, IAI is the cardinality of A, and A - B is the set {xix E A but 
x ¢ B}. The technique used by Sprague in [14] can be generalized to prove Lemma 2.2 and 
Lemma 2.4, where we need the weak 4-vertex condition on r. Let x, y be points on a 
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line m, S = (F; (x) 11 F; (y)) - m. The edge set T(x, y) of the induced subgraph on 
F;(x) 11 F;(y) can be partitioned into three parts: the edges with 0, 1, or 2 end-vertices on 
S, respectively. Let I<x, y)1 = a.. Then 
(*) ( rx - 2) 2 ~ IT(x, y)1 
~ (rx ; 2) + (a, + i - rx) + (a, + 2 - rx)(q - 1) 
The average size of lines of x is 1 + (hoM = 1'. We shall show in the next lemma that l' 
is the exact size of each line in L by using the inequality (*) above. 
LEMMA 2.2. Each line consists of l' points. 
PROOF. Suppose, to the contrary, there exists a point u and a line of u with size different 
from 1'. Without loss of generality, we may assume m" m2 are lines of u with Im,1 ~ l' + 1 
and Im21 ~ l' - 1. Let f(x) = (x; 2) and g(x) = (x ; 2) + (a, + i-x) + 
(a, + 2 - x)(q - 1). Since g(x) is monotone increasing on the interval 
[1' - (l - q)2j(q - 1),00) we have g(lm21) ~ g(1' - 1). Straightforward computation 
shows thatf(1' + 1) > g(1' - 1). Henceg(lm21) < f(lm,D. ChooseyJrom m j , i = 1,2, 
(distinct from u). Then IT(u, y,)1 ~ f(lm,D > g(lm2D ~ IT(u, Y2)1 by (*), contradicting the 
weak 4-vertex condition of r. 
Next, we shall show that 1T;(x) 11 ml = qj for any point x and any line m with 
a(x, m) = i, i = 1, 2, in Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 3.1.2 respectively by applying the 
principle of weighted average, also used by Sprague in [14]. 
Let X be a finite set,f X -+ IR be a function and g: X -+ N u {O} be a nonzero function. 
We define A VE(J, X) = ~XEX f(x)!IXI and A VE(J, X; g) = ~XEX f(x)g(X)!~XEX g(x). 
PRINCIPLE OF WEIGHTED AVERAGES. (1) If f(x) > f(y) implies g(x) > g(y) for all x, 
y E X, then A VE(J, X; g) ~ AVE(J, X). 
(2) Iff(x) > f(y) implies g(x) < g(y) for all x, y E X, then AVE(J, X; g) ~ AVE(J, X). 
In both cases if A VE(J, X) = AVE(J, X; g), then f is a constant function. 
LEMMA 2.3. 
(1) Ifm is a line and x is a point with a(x, m) = 1, then 1F;(x) 11 ml = q. 
(2) If x and yare points with a(x, y) = 2, then there are exactly q + 1 lines of y at distance 
1 from x. 
PROOF. Let X = {Ill E L and a(x, I) = l},andf X -+ N u {O} byf(l) = 1F;(x) 11/1 . 
We want to show thatf(/) = q for all I EX. Lety E F;(x) and Xy = {III E X andy E I}. Since 
there is a unique line containing x and y, IXyI = r - 1, we have h, = ~IEXy (1' - f(l)) 
because III = 1'. Hence ~IExyf(/) = q(qd - q)j(q - 1) and so AVE(J, Xy) = q for all 
y E F; (x). Let rxy = ~leXy f(l) where y E F; (x). Then rxy = qlXy I, and it follows that 
q = L a.yl L IXyI yelj(x) yelj(x) 
= l~ CEljt)n/(l))l~f(l) 
= l~ f(l)2l~ f(l) 
A VE(J, X; f). 
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By the principle of weighted averages AVE(f, X) ~ AVE(f, X;f) = q. 
On the other hand, if Z E I; (x), then there are at most q + I lines of Z at distance 1 from 
xbyLemma2.I.HenceAvE(f,%.,) ~ C2/(q + I) = q,where%., = {/I/EXandzEI}.Let 
(Xz = 'L /EX f(/) where Z E I;(x). Then (xz ~ ql%,,1 and so z 
q ~ L (xz ILI%"I 
ZE12(x) ZE12(X) 
= I~ (if' - f(l»f(l) l~ (if' - f(/» 
= AVE(f, X; if' - f). 
Again, by the principle of weighted averages, AVE(/, X) ~ AVE(/, X; if' - f) ~ q. Com-
bining the two inequalities we obtained, we have q = AVE(/, X) = AVE(/, X; f), and so 
f(l) = q for alii E X. This proves (I). 
Toprove(2),weobservethatl~(x) n II = qby(l) for all lines lofy with o(x, I) = I. 
So there are at least C2/q = q + 1 lines of y at distance 1 from x, and the proof is completed 
by Lemma 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.3.1. Let x be a point, X = {III E L with o(x, I) = 2} and 
f(/) = 1I;(x) n II for alii EX. Then AVE(/, X) ~ AVE(/, X;f) == i. 
Arguments similar to those used in Lemma 2.3 work for the above corollary because, by 
Lemma 2.3, for each pair of points x and y with o(x, y) = 2, there are exactly q + 1 lines 
of y at distance 1 from x. Later, we will show that AVE(/, X) = AVE(/, X;f) = i in 
Corollary 3.1.2, Consequently 1I;(x) n ml = i for any line m and any point x with 
o(x, m) = 2. 
If I, m are two distinct lines and I n m #- 0, denoted by I # m, then I n m consists of 
exactly one point by (2) of Theorem B. 
COROLLARY 2.3.2. Let x, y be points with o(x, y) = 2, mo, m l , ••• ,m,_1 and 10 , 
II, ... , 1'_1 be lines ofx and y,respectively. Then (relabelling ifnecessary) m i # Ij if and only 
if 0 ~ i, j ~ q are distinct. 
PROOF. Let mo, m l , ••• , m, be lines of x which meet at least one line of y. Then 
C2 = (s + I)q and so s = q by Lemma 2.3. The same argument works if x is replaced by y. 
REMARK. Corollary 2.3.2 can be improved after we prove Proposition 3.4, which shows 
the relation between lines mi and 1;, 0 ~ i ~ q. 
The next proposition is a first step in attaching an affine structure to a subset of 
(~(x) n ~(y» u {x, y} for adjacent pair x and y, which is essential in determining the 
structure of the subs paces of II. 
Let (X(resp. 13) be the number of edges of the induced subgraph of T on ~ (x) n ~ (y) 
where x, y E V(T) with o(x, y) = 1 (resp. o(x, y) = 2). By the weak 4-vertex condition on 
r, rx and 13 depend only on the distance between x and y. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. (~(XI) n ~(X2» - (XI' x 2) is a clique for any adjacent pair XI and X2 ' 
PROOF. Let x and y E V(T) with o(x, y) = 1 and s be the number of nonadjacent 
unordered pair of points in (~(x) n ~(y» - (x, y). Then 
s = (if'~2)+(q"~q)+(q_2)(t_q)_rx~(q"~q) 
by an argument similar to the one used to derive (*). It suffices to show s = o. 
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Let u, v E V(T) with o(u, v) = 2 and t be the number of edges with end-vertices a, bin 
I1(u) n I;(v) but <a, b) n {u, v} = 0. Let .91 = {{a, b}la, bE I;(u) n I;(v) are adjacent 
but <a, b) n {u, v} =I 0}. Then 1.911 = c2 (q - 1) by Lemma 2.3, and t = {3 - 1.911 = 
(3 - q(q2 - 1). Both t and s are independent of the choice of x, y, u and v. 
Let X = {(a, b, u, v)la, b, u, v E V(T) are pairwise adjacent except o(u, v) = 2, no 
three are collinear}. Let k i = IIXx)l, i = 1,2. (Note k, = bo, k2 = bobJ!C2)' Count IXI in 
two ways: (1) There are I V(T)lk, ways to choose adjacent pair a and b, and there are 2s ways 
to choose u, v E V(T) such that (a, b, u, v) E X, IXI = 2W(T)lk,s. (2) Similarly, there are 
W(T)lk2 ways to choose pairs (u, v) with o(u, v) = 2, and there are 2t ways to choose 
a, b E V(T) such that (a, b, u, v) E X , IXI = 21 V(T)lk2t. Hence s = tk2/k, . Because 
n ~ 2d ~ 6 and s :::;; (if ~ q), s = tk2/k, implies that t = 0 and consequently s = 0, as 
required. 
COROLLARY 2.4.1. Let x, Y E V(T) with o(x, y) = 2. If u, V E I; (x) n I; (y) are 
adjacent, then <u, v) n {x, y} =I 0. 
PROOF. Suppose, to the contrary, that <u, v) n {x, y} = 0, then x , y E 
(I; (u) n I; (v» - <u, v) and so x, yare adjacent by Proposition 2.4, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 2.4.2. Let m , I be lines with o(m, l) = I, and XI E m, y, E I be adjacent. Let 
I;(x,) n 1= {y" Yz, ... ,yq} and I;(y,) n m = {x" X2, ... ,Xq}. Then I;(x;) n I = 
{y" Yz, .. , yq} and I;(y;) n m = {x" x2, ... , x q } for all i = 2,3, ... ,q. 
PROOF. Since {x2, ... , x q } U {Y2' ... ,Yq} £; (I;(x l ) n I;(YI» - <Xl, y,), they 
are pairwise adjacent by Proposition 2.4. Hence Xi is adjacent to each of Yl' ... , Yq and 
similarly Yj is adjacent to each of Xl' ... , Xq for any i, j :::;; q. 
3. THE STRUCTURE OF ASSEMBLIES 
Let x, Y E V(T) be adjacent and Ax,y = S, u Sz, where Sl = (r; (x) n I; (y» - <x, y) 
and S2 = {zlz E <x, y) is adjacent to each point of Sl} ' Then Ax,y, the assembly determined 
by the adjacent pair x and y, is a clique by Proposition 2.4. The purpose of this section is 
to show that the restriction of llto Ax,y is an affine space of dimension dover GF(q), which 
is a first step in determining the structure of the subspaces of n. The equivalent statements 
of Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, Proposition 3.4 and their corollaries can be found in [14]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Ax,y is a clique of qd points for any adjacent pair x and Y in V(T). 
PROOF. Letm be the line <x, y). ltonlyremainstoshowthatI;(u) n m = TI(V) n m 
for any u, v E Sl' Suppose, to the contrary, that there are u, v E Sl with 
Tl(u) n m =I I;(v) n m, then <u, v) n m =I 0 (otherwise, I;(u) n m = I;(v) n m by 
Corollary 2.4.2). We may assume Y ¢ <u, v ) n m. Since 1I;(u) n ml = II; (v) n ml = q 
by Lemma 2.3, there is a point z E I;(u) n I;(v) n m, and so v, Y E I;(z) n r;(u) are 
adjacent but <v, y) n {u, z} = 0, contradicting Corollary 2.4.1. It follows that IS21 = q, 
and so IAx,yl = qd as required. 
COROLLARY 3.1.1. Let x be a point, m be a line and A, A* be assemblies, 
(1) 1m n AI = 0 or q. 
(2) If IA n A*I ~ 2, then A = A*. 
(3) Ifx ¢ A, then at most one line ofx contains points of A. Furthermore if o(x, A) = 1, then 
Ir;(x) n AI = q. 
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PROOF. (I) Let Z E A be fixed and 10 , II, ... ,1'_1 be lines of z. Since the points of A 
are not collinear, A % Ii for any i. It follows that A - {z} = UO';i';,-1 (A n (Ii - {z}». 
Because A n Ii ~ I;(w) n Ii for all w E A - Ii' we have IA n Iii ~ q for all i ~ r - 1. If 
IA n Id ~ q - 1 for some i ~ r - 1, then IA - {z}1 ~ qd - 2, contradicting Lemma 
3.1. Hence IA n Iii = q for all i ~ r - 1. 
(2) It suffices to show A = Aa.b for all distinct a, b E A. Let m = <a, b). Then 
A - m ~ Aa.b - m and so A - m = Aa.b - m by comparing their sizes. On the other 
hand, A n m is a set of q points which are adjacent to all points of Aa,b - m, so we have 
A n m = Aa,b n m, and consequently A = Aa.b as required. 
(3) Suppose, to the contrary, there is a point x and an assembly A with x ¢ A such that 
m i n A # 0 for distinct lines m l , m2 of x. Let U i E mi n A, i = 1,2. Then x E AUI ,U2 = A 
by (2), a contradiction. The second part is clear from (I). 
COROLLARY 3.1.2. Let m be a line and x be a point with 8(x, m) = 2. Then 
(1) 1I;(x) n ml = l, and 
(2) II; (y) n I; (z) n I; (x)1 = q for all distinct points y, z E I;(x) n m. 
PROOF. Let T = I;(x) n m, S = {ulu E I; (x) and 8(u, m) = I}. Counting in two 
ways the pairs (u, b) where u E Sand bET are adjacent, we have ITlc2 = ISlq. Let 
SiI = {(u, {ZI' z2})lu E Sand ZI' Z2 E Tn I;(u) are distinct}. For any pair ZI' Z2 E T, 
I;(x) n I;(ZI) n I;(Z2) ~ I; (x) n A Z1 ,Z2 has at most q points by Corollary 3.1.1. Hence 
(1;1) q ~ I Sill = lSI (i) by Corollary 2.3. 
(I) Since ITlc2 = ISlq and (';1) q ~ lSI (i), we have ITI ~ l. Following the notation 
used in Corollary 2.3.1, we have q2 ~ AVE(f, X) ~ AVE(f, X;f) = land sof(/) = l for 
all lines I with 8(x, l) = 2 by the principle of weighted averages. Hence T = I; (x) n m 
consists of q2 points, this proves (1). 
(2) Suppose, to the contrary, that there is a pair of distinct points ZI' Z2 in T with 
1I;(x) n I;(z.) n I; (z2)1 < q. Then ISilI = lSI (~) < (1;1) q. This is impossible because 
ITI = q2. 
We will show that the structure of an assembly is determined by its relationship to 
external points. If B ~ V(r), L(B) is defined to be the set {mlm ELand 1m n BI ~ 2}. We 
begin with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be an assembly, u E V(r) with 8(u, A) = 2 and B = I;(u) n A. Then 
(I) For any line m with m n A # 0.lm n BI ~ 2 if and only ifm n I;(u) # 0. Further-
more, if 1m n BI ~ 2, then m II A = m n B. 
(2) For each point x in B, there are q + I lines of x which meet at least one other point of 
B. Consequently, IBI = q2. 
(3) /fm, IE L(B) are distinct and m n In B = 0, then m n I = 0. 
PROOF. (1) Let m be a line which contains two points x and y of B. Suppose 
m n I; (u) = 0, then 8(u, m) = 2 and so I; (x) n I; (y) n I; (u) # 0 by Corollary 
3.1.2(2). Let Z E I; (x) n I; (y) n I; (u). Then z E Ax.y = A and so 8(u, A) ~ 8(u, z) = 1, 
a contradiction. Conversely, if m is a line with m n A # 0 and m n I;(u) # 0, then 
I;(u) n m ~ A C , the complement of A. It follows that m n A ~ I;(u) and hence 
m n A = m n B consists of q points. This proves (1). 
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(2) Since o(x, u) = 2, there are exactly q + I lines of x, say 10 , II, ... , Iq, such that 
F;(u) n I; i= 0 by Lemma 2.3, and these q + I lines are exactly the lines of x which meet 
at least two points of B by (1). IBI = tf follows from B = UO <;;<; q (B n I;). 
(3) Since m n A = m n B, I n A = In B by (I), m n I n A = 0. Also m n In 
AC = 0 by Corollary 3.1.1(3). This proves (3). 
Lemma 3.2 can be summarized as follows, a first step to show that each assembly is 
isomorphic to an affine space. 
COROLLARY 3.2.1. The incidence structure lIB = (B, L(B), E), as a subspace of 
lIA = (A , L(A), E), is an affine plane of order q. 
Let m, I be lines with oem, I) = 1. We define m is to be parallel to I, denoted by mill, 
if o(x, l) = I for each x E m. Clearly, m n I = 0 when m III. By Corollary 2.4.2, m III if 
and only if III m. The most important property between a line m and a point x with 
o(x, m) = I is the unique existence of a line of x which is parallel to m (Proposition 3.4). 
To prove it, we begin with the following technical lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A be an assembly, m be a line with oem, A) = 1. If Sm = 
{xEmlo(x,A) = I} and SA = {YEAlo(y,m) = 1},thenISAI = ISml = q2. 
PROOF. Let E = {(x, y)lx E Sm and y E SA are adjacent} . Then lEI = ISAlq = ISmlq by 
Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 3.1.1 (I). It follows that ISA I = ISml· Since ISA I ~ if, there exists 
a point u E m - Sm such that SA £; A n F;(u), and so ISml = ISAI ~ tf by Lemma 3.2(2). 
Let x E Sm, and I be the unique line of x which meets A. Let 
T {zlz E F;(x) - I and o(z, A) = I}, 
R = {(y, z)ly E A, z E T are adjacent}, 
RI {(y, z)l(y, z) E Rand y E l}, and 
R2 {(y, z)l(y, z) E Rand y ¢ l}. 
Then IRI = IRII + IR21 = qlTI by Corollary 3.1.1. Since IA n II = q and each YEA n I 
is adjacent to exactly if - q points of T (namely (F; (x) n F; (y» - I), IRII = q(if - q). 
On the other hand, IA - I I = qd - q. For each YEA - I, o(x, y) = 2, and y is adjacent 
to exactly q2 points of T (namely (F; (x) n F;(y» - (I n A». Hence IR21 = (if - q)q2 and 
so ITI = GRII + IR2D/q = (r - I)(tf - I). 
The r - 1 lines of x distinct from I partition T and each such line contains at most q2 - I 
points of T because ISh I ~ q2 for each line h of x distinct from I, as mentioned at the 
beginning of the proof. Hence each such line of x contains q2 - I points of T and so 
ISA I = ISm I = q2, as required. 
COROLLARY 3.3.1. Let A be an assembly, u E Vcr) with o(u, A) = 2. Then there are 
q + I lines of u at distance 1 from A. 
PROOF. Let B = F;(u) n A, T = {ylo(u, y) = I and o(y, B) = I} and E = 
{(y, z)ly E Tand z E B are adjacent}. Then IBI = q2 by Lemma 3.2, 1F;(z) n TI = C2 for 
any z E B, and 1F;(y) n BI = q for any YET by Corollary 3.1.1. Hence lEI = 
IBI(q2 + q) = qlTI and so ITI = q2(q + 1) because IBI = q2. Since T contains exactly q2 
points of every line of u at distance I from A by Lemma 3.3, there are exactly q + 1 lines 
of u at distance 1 from A. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let x be a point, m be a line with o(x, m) = 1. Then 
(1) There is a unique line I of x such that III m. 
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(2) If h is a line of x which is not parallel to m and m It h = 0, then there are exactly q 
points of m at distance 1 from h. 
PROOF. (1) Let A be an assembly with x E A and m It A = 0. (Such an assembly exists: 
Let WE m It I; (x). Then any assembly which contains x and is distinct from Ax ... is disjoint 
from m by Corollary 3.1.1.) Then 8(m, A) = 1. Let SA = {z E AI8(z, m) = I}. Then 
ISAI = q2 by Lemma 3.3. Let u E m with 8(u, A) = 2. Then SA s I;(u) It A and so 
SA = I;(u) It A by comparing their sizes. Hence SA is an affine plane of order q by 
Corollary 3.2.1. 
First we prove the existence of a parallel line. For each point z of SA, there are q + 1 
lines of z in SA and exactly q among them meet m by Corollary 2.3.2, but one does not. Then 
the set 2 of lines of SA which do not meet m is a parallel class of lines of the affine plane SA' 
Let IE 2 with x E I, we want to show 8(u, I) = I for all u E m. If u E m with 
8(u, A) = 2, then 8(u, I) = I by Lemma 3.2(1). On the other hand, if z E m with 
8(z, A) = 1, then 8(z, I) ~ 1, because I It m = 0. Let h be the line of z such that 
h It A # 0. Then h E L(SA) by Lemma 3.2(1) and h ¢ 2 because h # m. Hence h meets 
all lines of 2 and so 8(z, I) = I. This shows that I is a line of x which is parallel to m. 
We now prove the uniqueness. Suppose, to the contrary, there are two distinct lines I and 
1* of x which are parallel to m. Let y E I;(x) It m. Since 8(y, I) = 8(y, 1*) = 1, m meets 
at least one of I, 1* by Corollary 2.3.2, a contradiction. 
(2) Let I;(x) It m = {YI' Y2, ... , Yq}. Then 8(Yi' h) = I for all i. If z Emit I;(x), 
then 8(z, I) = 1 and 8(z, <x, Yi») = I, i = 1,2, ... , q. Hence 8(z, h) = 2 by Lemma 
2.3(2). This proves (2). 
COROLLARY 3.4.1. Let x, Y be two points with 8(x, y) = 2. The lines of x (resp. y) can 
be labelled as 1110, ..• , m'_1 (resp. 10 , II, ... , 1,_1) such that mi # Ij if and only if 
o ~ i, j ~ q are distinct and mi II Ii for all i ~ q. 
: PROOF. This is clear from Corollary 2.3.2 and Proposition 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A be an assembly, u be a point with 8(u, A) = 2 and B = I;(u) It A. 
If m, IE L(B) and m !l I It B = 0, then mill. 
PROOF. By Lemma 3.2(3), m !l I = 0. By Proposition 3.4(2), it suffices to find q + I 
points of m which are at distance 1 from I. There are exactly q + I lines of u, say 
ho, hi"'" hq , which are at distance I from A by Corollary 3.3.1. Since m, IE L(B), 
8(u, m) = 8(u, /) = 1 by Lemma 3.2(1). Therefore, q lines of {ho, hI> ... , hq } meet m, 
similarly q lines of them meet I. Hence at least one of these, say ho, meets both. Let 
ho It m = {y}. Then 8(u, y) = 1 and so Y ¢ A. Hence {y} u (m It A) is a set of q + 1 
points of m which are at distance I from I, as required. 
Let A be an assembly, u be a point with 8(u, A) = 2, and B = I;(u) It A. It has been 
shown in Corollary 3.2.1 that B is an affine plane of order q. We shall show that each 
2-space of IIA = (A, L(A), E) is of this form, determined by external points. 
LEMMA 3.6. Any three noncollinear points of an assembly A are contained in a unique 
affine plane B = r2(U) !l A for some point u with 8(u, A) = 2. 
PROOF. Let x, y, z E A be noncollinear, m = <x, y), I = <y, z) and WE m - A. In 
addition to y, W is adjacent to q - I points of I - A by Corollary 3.1.1. Let 
v E I;(w) It (I - A) and h = <v, w). Since m is the unique line of w meeting A, 
8(h, A) = I. There are exactly q2 points of h at distance 1 from A by Lemma 3.3 and so 
there is a point u E h with 8(u, A) = 2 and B = I;(u) It A is the required one. 
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Let h E L(B) be the line of z with h (") m (") B = 0. Then h II m by Lemma 3.5. 
Let m (") A = {w,(=x), W2, ... ,wq(=y)} and hi = <z, Wi), i = 1,2, ... ,q. Then 
B = «U'<;;iq hi) u h) (") A. The uniqueness follows from the fact that B is the only 
line-closed subset of B containing x, y and z. 
By the construction above, we have 
COROLLARY 3.6.1. Each 2-space of IIA = (A, L(A), E) is oftheform Tiu) (") A, an affine 
plane of order q, for some point u with o(u, A) = 2. 
Before proceeding further, we recall the following theorem, due to F. Buekenhout [3]. 
THEOREM C. Let II* be a linear incidence structure and every plane (i.e. 2-space) of II* 
be an affine plane of order q ~ 4. Then II* is an affine space. 
By Corollary 3.6.1, together with the above theorem, Proposition 3.7 follows easily, and 
it provides a starting point to determine the structure of subspaces of II. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. q is a prime power and, for any assembly A, IIA = (A, L(A), E) is 
isomorphic to the affine space AG(d, q) of dimension dover GF(q). 
PROOF. Since IAI = qd, d ~ 3 by assumption, and each line consists of q points, A is 
an affine space of dimension d. Therefore, the order q is a prime power and IIA is isomorphic 
to AG(d, q). 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF 2-SPACES OF II 
We shall make use of the structure of assemblies obtained in the last section to determine 
the structure of 2-spaces of II. The next two lemmas, equivalent statements also found in 
[14], provide further properties about parallel lines, which are essential to the subsequent 
development of the structure of 2-spaces of II. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let the line I meet a pair of parallel lines m and m*. Then 
(1) If 111/*, then 1* # m if and only if 1* # m*. 
(2) If z E I - (m u m*) and h is a line of z, then h II m if and only if h II m*, and h # m if 
and only if h # m*. 
PROOF. Let I (") m = {x} and I (") m* = {y}. 
(1) Suppose 1* (") m = {u}.Ifo(y, u) = l,thenm,m*,/and/*arelinesoftheaffineplane 
B determined by x, y and u by Lemma 3.6. Since m*, 1* are not parallel in B, m* # 1*. 
Otherwise, we may assume o(y, u) = 2. Let the lines of u (resp. y) be mi (resp. I;), 
o ~ i ~ r - 1, such that mi # Ij if and only if i,j ~ q are distinct, and mi II Ii for all i ~ q 
as in Corollary 3.4.1. Since m = mi, I = Ij for some distinct i, j ~ q and m II m*, I II 1*, 
we have m* = Ii and 1* = mj • It follows that m* # 1*, as required. 
(2) It certainly cannot be that h is parallel to one of m, m* and meets the other (if h II m 
and h # m* at some point u, then h, m* are lines of u which are parallel to m, a 
contradiction). It suffices to show that if hand m are either parallel or intersecting, then h 
and m* are either parallel or intersecting. 
Case a. h II m. Let u E m* (") I;(z) and h* be a line of u with h* III. Then h* # m and so 
h* # h by (1). Hence h # m* or h II m* by Corollary 3.4.1. 
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Case b. h meets m at a point w. If o(w, y) = 2, then h # m* or h II m* by Corollary 
3.4.1. If o( w, y) = I, then x , Z E Ay.w • Since m, m* , I and h are coplanar lines of the affine 
space Ay. W' hand m* meet at some point, as required. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let m, I and 1* be three distinct lines such that oem, I) = o(m,I*) = 1 with 
m II I and m 11/*. If 0(/,1*) = 1, then III 1*. 
PROOF. Let x E I, y E 1* with o(x, y) = I. Since o(x, m) = o(y, m) = I, 
1F;(x) (l ml = 1F;(y) (l ml = q. 
Suppose F; (x) (l m = F; (y) (l m. Let u, v E F; (x) (l m be distinct. Then m E L(Au . .,) 
and x, y E Au." . Since I, 1* are parallel to m , so I, 1* E L(Au.,, ) by Proposition 3.4. By the 
transitivity of parallelism among lines of the affine space Au." , it follows that I II 1* by 
Lemma 3.5. 
Otherwise, we may assume F; (x) (l m -# F; (y) (l m . Pick a point v from (F; (y) (l m) -
F;(x). Then o(x, v) = 2. Since o(x, m) = o(v, (x, y» = I and (x, y), m are not parallel, 
they meet at some point by Corollary 3.4.1. Therefore 111/* by Lemma 4.1(2). 
Now, we are able to describe the structure of 2-spaces of II explicitly. Let m, I be lines 
which meet at a point Xo . For any x E m, there is a unique line Ix of x which is parallel to 
I by Proposition 3.4 (we choose IXc! = I). By Lemma 4.2, Ix II Iy for any distinct points x and 
yon m. Let H = H(m , I) = Uxem Ix· H consists of exactly i" points. 
LEMMA 4.3. Any 2-space of II = (V(T), L, E) is of the form H(m, I) for some intersect-
ing lines m and I. 
PROOF. It suffices to show that H = H(m, I) is a line-closed set since the connectedness 
is clear. Let S = {/xlx E m and Ix II I} (we choose Ixo = I for the intersecting point Xo of I 
and m) and h be a line such that Ih (l HI ~ 2. If h II I, then hE S and so h s;: H. If h II m, 
then h # lu for alliu E S by Lemma 4.1(1) and so Ih (l HI ~ if. Hence h = h (l H s;: H. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that h is parallel to neither m nor I. Let 
x, y E H (l h. If m* is the line of y which is parallel to m, then m* meets line in S which 
contains x by Lemma 4.1(1), and consequently h # m by Lemma 4.1(2). It follows that 
h # lu for alliu E S by Lemma 4.1(2) and so h s;: H. This shows that H s;: VeT) is the 
smallest line-closed set which contains m and I. 
COROLLARY 4.3.1. Let H be a 2-space of II. Then 
(1) Every point x in H has exactly q + 1 lines in H. 
(2) For any x, y in H, o(x, y) is at most 2. If o(x, y) = 2, then F; (x) (l F; (y) s;: H . 
PROOF. Let H = H(m, /) where m, / are intersecting lines. We may assume x if: I, since 
H(m, I) = H(m, /*) for any 1* E S = {/*I/* is a line ofu E m which is parallel to l} v {I}. 
Let x E 1* for some 1* E S . Then o(x, l) = I and so F;(x) (\ I = {XI' .. . , x q } is a set of 
q points. So H contains at least q + 1 lines of x, namely 1* and ( x, Xi), i = 1,2, .. . , q. 
If h -# 1* is a line of x in H, then h meets I as shown in the proof of Lemma 4.3, i.e h is 
one of (x, Xi) for some i :0:; q. This proves (I). The second statement is clear from (I) and 
Corollary 3.4.1. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let m*, /* be intersecting lines of H = H(m , I). Then H = H(m*, 1*). 
PROOF. It suffices to show that H s;: H(m*, 1*). Let x E H. If x E m* v 1* , then 
x E H(m* , 1*) is trivial. Suppose x if: m* v /* , then o(x, m*) = o(x, 1*) = 1. There are 
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q + 1 lines of x in H by Corollary 4.3.1, and at least q of them meet m*. Similarly at least 
q of them meet 1*. Since q ~ 4, at least one line of x in H, say h, meets m* and 1* both at 
distinct points. This shows that h ~ H(m*, 1*), and so x E H(m*, 1*) as required. 
Lemma 4.4 shows that the expression of a 2-space H = H(m, I) of II is independent 
of the intersecting lines we choose. The following corollary follows immediately from 
Corollary 4.3.1 and Lemma 4.4. 
COROLLARY 4.4.1. If m, I are two lines of a 2-space of II, then either m II I or m # I. 
We summarize the results we have obtained in the following proposition, which is the 
condition (Dl) for ad-net. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Every 2-space of II = (V(F), L, E) is a net. 
PROOF. Let H = H(m, I) be a 2-space of II, m and I meet at x, and 
m l ( = m), m2' ... , mq, mq+ I ( = I) be lines of x in H. Let It'; be the set of all lines in H which 
are parallel to mi , 1 ~ i ~ q + 1. Then 
(1) the lines of each class It'; partition points of H by Lemma 4.1 and the construction of H; 
(2) any two lines from distinct classes are not parallel, hence they meet at some point by 
Corollary 4.4.1. It follows that H is a net of q2n points with q + 1 (~5) parallel classes. 
5. II = (V(F), L, E) IS Ad-NET 
In the last section, we have shown that any 2-space of II is a net, i.e. the condition (D 1) 
holds in II. Once we verify that condition (D2) holds in II in Proposition 5.2, we shall 
complete the proof of condition (D3) by using the induction argument. The main theorem 
then follows immediately. 
We require some further information concerning the subspaces of II. Let Xbe an i-space 
of II, and <xo, XI' ..• , Xi> be a generating set of X. Since the structure of 2-spaces of X 
coincides with that of II and the generating set is connected, without loss of generality, we 
may assume Xo, XI are adjacent and X2, •.• , Xi are contained in AxO,xt' the assembly 
determined by Xo, XI' Similar argument shows that each point in X is in a generating set 
of X with i + 1 points. Let Y be a proper subspace of X and y E Y. By the connectedness 
of X, the number of lines of y in Y is strictly less than the number of lines of y in X. Hence 
the restriction of IIr to A is a proper subspace of the restriction of IIx to A, where A = AxO,xt 
is isomorphic to AG(d, q). 
LEMMA 5.1. (1). The dimension of II = (V(F), L, E) is d. 
(2). Every point X of an i-space X of II has exactly (qi - l)/(q - 1) lines in X. 
PROOF: Suppose the dimension of II is io and ~ is a i-space of II. Then, as a subspace 
of AG(d, q),} ~ dim (~ n A) ~ d - (io -}) for} = 1,2, ... , io, where A is as men-
tioned above. In particular, we have dim(X2 n A) = 2 = d - (io - 2) for the case} = 2. 
It follows that io = d and dim(~ n A) = } for all 3 ~} ~ d. This proves (1). The second 
statement follows immediately from the fact that X n A is an i-space of AG(d, q). 
COROLLARY 5.1.1. If Y is a proper subspace of an i-subspace X of II, then the dimension 
of Y is at most i-I. 
PROOF. By Lemma 5.1, the dimension of Y is at most i. Suppose, to the contrary, that 
the dimension of Yis i. Each point of yin Y has exactly (qi - 1)/(q - 1) lines in Y, those 
are all lines of y in X. By the connectedness of X, X = Y, a contradiction. 
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We shall show in the following proposition that condition (D2) for a d-net holds in II. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let X be a 3-space of II, HI and H2 be distinct 2-spaces of II contained 
in X. Then HI n H2 is either empty or a line. 
PROOF. If m is a line such that m ~ HI n H2, then m = HI n H2. (Otherwise, there 
exists x if m with m u {x} ~ HI n H2. Since o(x, m) = 1, HI = H2 is the 2-space deter-
mined by m u {x}.) 
All points, lines and 2-spaces (called planes) in the following argument are restricted to 
X. Let m be a line and x E m. The planes containing m partition those lines of x distinct from 
m and each contains q lines of them by Corollary 4.3.1(1). Hence there are exactly q + 1 
planes containing m because x has exactly q2 + q + 1 lines in X by Lemma 5.1. 
Let y E X. Counting the set {(m, I, H)lm, I are lines with m n I = {y} and H = H(m, l)} 
in two ways shows that 
(q2 + ; + 1) = (q: 1). (the number of planes containing y). 
Therefore, y is contained in q2 + q + 1 planes. 
Let H be a fixed plane with y E H. Then there are q + 1 lines of y in H, each of which 
is contained in q planes distinct from H. Therefore, there are q2 + q planes H* such that 
y E H* and H* n H is a line. Since y is contained in q2 + q + 1 planes, one for H itself, 
H n H* is a line for every plane H* (#- H) which contains y. Since Hand y E Hare 
arbitrary, the proof is completed. 
Proposition 5.2 shows that any 3-space of II is a (n, q, 3)-attenuated space which 
provides a starting point of the induction argument. 
COROLLARY 5.2.1. Let X be a 3-space of II and x, y E X. Then 
(1) X is an (n, q, 3)-attenuated space, and 
(2) The distance function on X coincides with that of II. Furthermore, if o(x, y) = t, then 
t ~ 3. Therefore, all lines of y at distance t - 1 from x are in X and consequently 
r:_I(X) n I;(y) ~ x. 
PROOF. (1) follows from Proposition 5.2 and Theorem A in Section 1. To prove (2), let 
x E X be fixed, H = H(/I' 12) be a 2-space contained in X and II, 12 meet at x. Let m be a 
line of x in X which meets H only at x. Since X is a 3-attenuated space, X = UZEH mz by 
Property (PI) in Section 1, where mz is the unique line of z in X parallel to m. By the 
structure of X and Property (P2) in Section 1, every point y in X can be joined with x by 
a path of length o(x, y) in X. It is clear that o(x, y) ~ 3. This proves the first part of (2). 
Let y E X with o(x, y) = 3. Those q2 + q + 1 lines of y in X are all at distance 2 from 
x, and there are no more such lines by Lemma 2.1. Hence I;(x) n I;(y) ~ X. If 
o(x, y) = 2, then I; (x) n I; (y) ~ X follows from the structure ~f X and Corollary 4.3.1. 
The above arguments can be generalized to show similar results for higher dimension 
subspaces of II. And the main theorem follows from the special case i = d. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let X be an i-space of II, and x, y E X. Then 
(1) X is an (n, q, i)-attenuated space. 
(2) The distance function on X coincides with that of II. Furthermore, if o(x, y) = t, then 
t ~ i. Therefore, all lines of y at distance t - 1 from x are in X and consequently 
r:_I(X) n I;(y) ~ X. 
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PROOF. We prove by induction on the dimension of X. The statements are true for the 
case i = 3 by Corollary 5.2.1. Now, we assume that both statements hold for all j-spaces 
of II where j ~ i, and X is an i + 1 space of II. 
In order to prove (1), by Theorem A, it suffices to verify condition (D3) for X. Let Y, Z 
be proper subspaces of X, and y, Z E Y n Z with i'J(y, z) = t. By Corollary 5.1.1, both Y 
and Z are attenuated spaces of dimensions at most i, it follows from the induction 
hypothesis that T,-, (y) n I; (z) S Y n Z. Repeating this process, it shows that y, z can be 
joined by a path of length t in Y n Z. Hence, Y n Z is connected and so is a subspace of 
X. This shows that X is an (n, q, i + I)-attenuated space. 
To prove (2), let x be a fixed point in X, Z s X be an i-space containing x, and m be a 
line of x in X which meets Z only at x. Since X is an i + 1 attenuated space, X = UZEZ mz 
by Property (PI) in Section 1, where mz is the unique line of z in X parallel to m. By the 
induction hypothesis and Property (P2) in Section 1, the distance function on X coincides 
with that of II. Let y E Xwith i'J(x, y) = t and xo( = x), x" ... , xt _" x t ( = y) be a path in 
X, then t ~ i + 1 and E = (xo, x" ... , Xt> s X is a t-space of II. All those 
(qt _ 1)/(q - 1) lines of yin E are at distance t - 1 from x, and there is no other such line 
by Lemma 2.1. It follows that T,_,(x) n I;(y) S E s X, as required. 
This completes the proof of the main theorem. 
6. Hq(n, d) HAS NO ANTIPODAL COVERING 
A distance-regular graph r of diameter s is called antipodal if being opposite is an 
equivalent relation, i.e. for any x in V(r), i'J(y, z) = s if y, z s T,,(x) are distinct. We 
construct the derived graph j'" of r by taking the vertices of j'" to be the distinct blocks 
{x} u T,,(x) where x E V(r), and two blocks being adjacent in j"'whenever they contain 
adjacent vertices in r. r is called an antipodal covering of r. Let {bo, b" ... , bs_'; 
c" ... , cs } be the intersection array of r, the following result is known, due to Gardiner 
([10] Prop. 4.2). 
THEOREMD. 
(1) j'" is a distance-regular graph with diameter [s/2], 
(2) Let d = [s/2] and {ho, h" ... ,hd_,; c" ... , Cd} be the intersection array of r. Then 
hi = bi' Ci = Ci for all i ~ d - 1 and Cd = Cd, ad = ad + bd if d = (s - 1)/2; ad = ad, 
Cd = Cd + bd if d = s/2. 
Does Hq(n, d) have any antipodal covering? As a corollary of the main theroem, we 
prove 
THEOREM 6.1. Hq(n, d) has no antipodal covering if n ~ 2d ~ 6 and q ~ 4. 
PROOF. Suppose, to the contrary, there is an antipodal distance-regular graph r with 
intersection array {bo, b" ... , bs_'; c" ... , cs } such that its derived graph j'" is iso-
morphic to Hq (n, d). Then d = [s/2], r satisfies the weak 4-vertex condition and the par-
ameters a" C2 and b" ... ,bd_, of r coincide with those of Hq(n, d). As shown in 
Section 2, an incidence structure II = (V(r), L, E) can be derived from r, and its 
adjacency graph is isomorphic to r. The same arguments in Sections 3, 4 and 5 show that 
any d-space X of II is a d-net. For any x E X, all lines of x in II are contained in X. This 
contradicts the connectedness of II = (V(r), L, E), because X is a proper subset of V(r). 
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